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Graco LineLazer V 130HS
Standard Hydraulic

Airless Line Striper Two
Guns 17H448

Regular Price

$19,690.00
Special Price

$14,767.50
INCL. GST

Product Images

Short Description

The Graco LineLazer 130HS is the most preferred hydraulic workhorse airless striper/Linemarker for your
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most demanding jobs. The 130HS is the most rugged line striper that Graco manufacturers - it is designed for
professional line striping businesses who will use the LineLazer almost daily.
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Description

The Graco LineLazer V 130HS is the line marking machine to buy if you are not bothered with the "bells &
whistles". The Graco 130HS two gun line marker is the little brother to the 200HS, it has no digital display or
electronics just a simple hydraulic pump that works with the same reliability. 

The Graco LineLazer V 130HS line marker can be used for a wide variety of line marking applications such as
car parks, temporary road marking & airport taxi ways etc. 

Coupled with the Graco Heavy Duty Line Driver (Part no. 262005) this transforms the machine from a heavy
duty push line marker to a full ride on line marking system. 

The Graco 130HS together with the Heavy Duty line driver can be used on airports for spraying taxi ways,
threshold lines and even centre lines up to about 600mm wide used on many regional airfield runways
around Australia. 

The reliability of the Graco 130HS makes this the ideal machine for line marking applicators that demand
reliability but don't want the expense and unnecessary extra features found on the Graco 200HS with slightly
less overall weight. 

Graco LineLazer V 130HS is capable of spraying waterborne line marking paints and also chlorinated rubber
(solvent line marking paint) with ease. The piston pumps in these models are large enough to pass minor
rubbish in the paint through the pump whereas a smaller pump may block or cause problems. 

Graco LineLazer V 130HS Custom Line Marking Packages For City Councils - 

AA Spray have specialised in Graco line marking equipment since 1993 supplying government and councils all
overAustralia. We can supply Graco line marking equipment with modifications such as conditional
registration packs fitted for working on public roads and car parks. 

We offer a full turn key system with delivery, on site induction which includes operation, basic up keep and
workshop maintenance if required. 

Contact AA Spray for your next line marking equipment requirements and we will tailor a package to suit your
exact requirements at the best prices.

Standard LineLazer 130HS Features:

EasyMark Gun Adjustment System—Simple
guide mark and gun placement system allows
for perfect gun set up every time
High-capacity Cooling System—Keeps the
system running cool
Storage Compartment—Storage area for tips,
guards and miscellaneous items
DualComfort Handle Bar System—Fits all users
and is easy to adjust
EZ Align Front Wheel System—Intuitive design
keeps unit tracking straight
QuickSelect Gun Selector—Chrome gun lever for
ease of use and dependable operation
Honda Engine—Excellent power and proven
reliability
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Endurance Paint Pump—Indutrsy best
performance and proven design with 25 years of
success

Additional Information

Brands Graco
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